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Introduction
Germany - Something for everyone
Germany is one of northern Europe’s largest cruise
markets, both in terms of providing numbers of guests
and cruise ship technology. It is also a popular destination for overseas tourists.
Cruise ships access Northern Germany, which is
blessed with two coastlines, one bordering the Baltic
and the other the North Sea with its two major rivers,
which bring large cruise ships to the centres of Bremen/Bremerhaven and Hamburg.
In addition, river cruises are increasingly popular on
the Rhine, Mosel and Danube, which are not covered
by this report.
There are many interesting places to visit all year
round, due in part to the various Christmas markets,
which can be found in most cities and towns and the
easy access to major cities, such as Berlin - from
Wismar, Warnemuende and Hamburg.
As well as tourist attractions, Germany boasts leading cruise ship operators - AIDA and TUI - and offers
specialist cruise ship third party shipmanagement
companies based in Hamburg, which are part of larger
groups.
AIDA, a running mate of Costa and part of the Carnival empire, is investing in new environmentally friendly
vessels and as a result, is in the process of taking delivery of LNG powered large cruise ships. Following the
‘Costa Concordia’ disaster, Carnival opened maritime
centres, which monitor the group’s cruise ships 24/7 one of which is located in Hamburg.

The major German cruise ports are also gearing up
for future zero carbon operations by introducing shore
power and upgrading their terminals to reduce the
impact on the environment, as well as cater for an increase in ship calls.
Down the years, Germany has been well known for
its newbuilding and repair yards but has taken a hit
recently with the insolvency of MV Werften, part of the
Hong Kong-based Genting Group. Another member
of the Group, Bremerhaven-based shiprepairer and
refurbisher, Lloyd Werft, seems to have survived by
being sold to local engineering concerns, however,
the future of the yards at Rostock and Stralsund with
their large cruise shipbuilding facilities hangs in the
balance.
In the centre of Hamburg, Blohm + Voss’ floating
dock and drydock facilities dominate the waterfront,
opposite the Landungsbruecken area.
Arguably the jewel in the shipbuilding crown is Meyer
Group, owner of two large newbuilding shipyards - one
in Papenburg, Germany and the other at Turku in Finland. There are also many equipment manufacturers
and repairers in Germany to add to its technical expertise.
In addition, every two years, Hamburg is home to
the huge SMM exhibition, which recently added a ship
interiors area to its offering. This September, Marine
Interiors@SMM will cover cruise ship interiors highlighting newbuilding and refurbishment designs and ideas.

Ian Cochran - Editor
The port of Hamburg regularly puts on spectacular waterfront displays.
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GERMAN CRUISE MARKET

German Fleet Breakdown by Value (USD Bn)

Small Cruise Fleet - $1.55 Bn
Large Cruise Fleet - $8.92 Bn
Mega Cruise Fleet - $0.93 Bn
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Cruise Port Calls
Top 5 German port calls for Cruise in 2019
Port

Unique Cruise Ships

Hamburg
Kiel
Rostock
Bremerhaven
Travermunde

40
23
40
16
6

Total Port Calls

201
151
188
111
13

Total Cruise port calls globally in 2019: 70,853
Top 5 German port calls for Cruise in 2020
Port

Unique Cruise Ships

Hamburg
Bremerhaven
Kiel
Mukran
Rostock

14
15
3
2
5

Total Port Calls

95
34
23
13
12

Total Cruise port calls globally in 2020: 21,094

Europe Cruise Heatmaps

2019

2020

Activity f rom 01/01/2019 to 31/12/2019

Activity f rom 01/01/2020 to 31/12/2020

Source: VesselsValue as of April 2022
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AIDA designing the cruise ship of
the future
Germany’s largest cruise ship operator, Rostock-based AIDA Cruises, claimed to be at the
forefront of environmental considerations.

F

or operations, AIDA comes under the Costa
Crociere banner within the giant Carnival Corp
empire.

which we are clearly committed, just as to the goals
of the European Green Deal,” a company spokesman told ICSI.

As part of its Green Cruising strategy, AIDA has
been working on innovative solutions for many years
and is now gradually putting them into practice. In
many areas, the company claimed to be leading the
way in using technologies to continuously further
minimise emissions.

Despite the very challenging situation for the
entire cruise industry, due to the corona pandemic,
AIDA has continued to pursue its strategy and has
implemented further projects.

The company’s goal has been clearly set out, that
is to achieve climate-neutral ship operations within
the entire fleet. “In this way, we make a practical
contribution to achieving the Paris climate targets, to

Shore power
The use of shore power to supply the cruise ships
with energy while berthed in ports and harbours
is a decisive step in reducing emissions at the
destination ports to almost zero, the company said.

‘AIDAnova’ being bunkered with LNG at Tenerife by the ‘Coral Methane’ under charter to Shell
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As early as 2004, when the ‘AIDAdiva’ was
commissioned and during the construction of all
the other ships since, the use of shore power was
taken into account as an option for environmentally
friendly ship operations.
Currently, 11 ships in the AIDA fleet are able to
use shore power where available or are technically prepared to do so. This equates to 93% of the
passenger capacity (lower berth) in AIDA’s fleet, the
company told ICSI.

ing of ABP Southampton’s new shore power plant
began in February, 2022.
After successful completion, ‘AIDAcosma’ became the first cruise ship to use shore power at
Southhampton during regular operations from the
end of March, followed by the commissioning of the
facilities involving ‘AIDAprima’ and ‘AIDAsol’.
In addition, AIDA is in contact with more ports, for
example Kristiansand (Norway).

Since 2017, the company has been using Europe’s first shore power system regularly at Hamburg’s Altona cruise terminal with ’AIDAsol’. At the
Steinwerder cruise terminal, preparations have
begun for the construction of a second facility, which
the Port of Hamburg plans to commission in 2023.

“Our goal is to use green shore power with our
ships in all ports where this is technically possible.
We welcome many other countries’ plans to establish
the necessary infrastructure at their ports. We believe that shore power only makes a real contribution
to environmental protection if it is produced using
renewable sources,” the spokesman explained.

With the resumption of cruises from Germany in
2021, AIDA also expanded shore power use to two
other German ports.

Battery storage systems

For example, on 10th May, 2021, as part of the
12th National Maritime Conference, one of the largest shore power facilities in Europe was inaugurated at Rostock/Warnemünde by the ‘AIDAsol’. Just
a few weeks later, on 16th June, ‘AIDAsol’ also made
use of the shoreside electricity grid at Kiel for the
first time.
Both facilities were able to open as a result of
partnership-based agreements for environmentally
friendly cruise tourism, which AIDA initiated with the
state governments of Schleswig-Holstein and Mecklenburg-West Pomerania and the ports of Kiel and
Rostock in 2018.
Following the Norway season’s restarting in late
August, 2021, AIDA Cruises and the operators of a
new facility in Bergen were able to undertake initial
land-based and shipboard trials with ‘AIDAmar’.
The start of ‘AIDAmar’s regular shore power operations together with other AIDA ships is being prepared for this summer at Bergen.
This year, AIDA was also involved in other European ports’ development. Shore and ship-side test-
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In a few weeks, AIDA Cruises will take a further step
towards emission-neutral cruising by using battery
technology on board one of its ships.
The largest battery storage system installed
on a passenger ship to date will go live on board
‘AIDAprima’ with a capacity of 10 MWh. The first battery modules delivery and installation (1,760 modules with a weight of 60 kg each) is scheduled for
the end of June.

Fuel cells
This summer, AIDA Cruises will become the world’s
first cruise line to test a hydrogen-powered fuel cell
system. The trial will take place on board ‘AIDAnova’
and forms part of the ‘Pa-X-ell2’ future technology
project, which is funded by the German Federal
Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure. The
hydrogen will be produced on board from liquid
methanol.
Looking forward, not only AIDA but also other
Carnival Corp brands will benefit from the valuable
experience gained from the pilot operation of these
two hybrid systems, the company stressed.

www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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Use of LNG

Carnival Maritime

Over a decade ago, together with scientific and business partners, AIDA Cruises started to research how
LNG could be used to fuel cruise ships. While LNG is
still a fossil fuel, it plays an important role for maritime energy transformation. LNG vessels generate
up to 20% less carbon emissions than traditionally
powered ships, while almost eliminating sulphur oxides by 85 % and particulate matter by 95%-100%,
the company explained.

Since 1st February, 2022, AIDA has been integrating its scientific and technical know-how in the newly
opened de-carbonisation department, based at the
Carnival Maritime centre in Hamburg.

In 2018, ‘AIDAnova’, the world’s first cruise ship
which could be powered entirely by LNG, entered
service. On 21st December, 2021, AIDA welcomed
the second LNG-fuelled vessel to its fleet – ‘AIDAcosma’. She was built by the Meyer Group shipyard
in Papenburg.
Thanks to a long-term co-operation between Carnival Corp and Shell, the LNG supply to the ships has
been secured, the company said.
Bearing in mind that the use of fossil LNG is only a
bridging technology, together with the group’s maritime service unit, Carnival Maritime, AIDA is partnering with organisations at national and EU level on
research for the development of carbon-neutral ship
propulsion technologies (eg, the EU funded NAUTILUS project: https://nautilus-project.eu/).

The new de-carbonisation department includes
focusing on research and development, as well as
energy management and data analysis.
By developing new concepts for sustainable
energy supply, supported by digital technologies,
the introduction of climate-neutral technology will
be accelerated.
AIDA has outlined the projects with which it is involved in a sustainability report - AIDA Cares 2020
Sustainability Report > Environment > Safety > Trust.
In the report, AIDA said that its aim is to operate the first zero-emission ship as early as 2030. By
2040, the company wants its fleet to be on track in
an emission-neutral manner.
The IMO’s emission reduction path calls for a reduction in CO2 emissions in maritime shipping of at
least 50% by 2050, compared to 2008.
For example, the report posed the question as
to whether it will be possible to retrofit fuel cells on
a ship in such an efficient way in the near future
that they could supply a large part of the energy requirements, such as for hotel operations. Or how to
recycle waste as recyclable materials on board for
energy production and much more.
The careful use of resources is another fundamental pillar of AIDA Cruises’ commitment to sustainability, the company said in its report.
For example, the goal is to reduce food waste per
person on board ship by 30% by the end of this year,
compared to 2019.

The Southampton shore connection trials underway

2022 GERMANY SPECIAL REPORT

In another move, single-use plastic products
usage was reduced by 50% last year, compared to
2018. By the end of 2022, savings of 75%, compared to 2018 are to be achieved, the company said.
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MARINE INTERIORS - Cruise and Ferry
Global Expo goes SMM 2022
When SMM takes place in Hamburg between 6th and 9th September, 2022, the leading
international maritime trade fair wouldn’t be complete without the MARINE INTERIORS area @
SMM, which has been an integral component of SMM for many years.

I

n zones marked specifically in Halls B5 and B6,
around 90 exhibitors will showcase innovative
products and solutions. They include well-known
enterprises, such as De Wave Group, Eumar Design,
KAEFER Schiffsausbau GmbH, LETHE GmbH, Naval
Interior and Rheinhold & Mahla GmbH.

Sustainability

Flying the flag at SMM

This year special emphasis will be placed
on the topic of sustainability. It has become a
mainstay of the cruise
ship interiors segment.
Both, buyers and suppliers have committed
to more sustainable
entrepreneurial
practices.

A survey among exhibitors and visitors of the
MARINE INTERIORS trade fair came to the same
result: 67% of respondents said they consider sustainability as the most important trend in the cruise
industry.

Rasmussen Schiffs- und Yachtwerft SE, Bredo,
Chantiers de l’Atlantique, Fincantieri, Lloyd Werft
Bremerhaven GmbH and Nobiskrug GmbH, will be
inviting visitors to share views and ideas.
The ‘Cruise & Ferry Route’ will help guests get a
quick overview of everything that is on display and
take them directly to the innovative players in the
cruise and ferry market. Suppliers covering the entire spectrum of on board technology, from the engine room to the bridge, and providers of products
and services from the interior equipment & technology, interior design, and passenger health & safety
segments can all be located at a glance.
A Cruise & Ferry Route icon identifies all participating companies in the online exhibitor directory,
the Visitor Guide and the app.
The MARINE INTERIORS area @SMM provides an
excellent environment for networking and exploring
trends, novelties and solutions. It is the first, indispensable meeting place for all decision-makers in
Europe’s passenger shipbuilding industry.

As a matter of course, this trend topic will figure
prominently during the four days of conferences on
the Cruise & Ferry stage. Experts will also explore
other subjects of concern to the maritime industry
and share valuable knowledge as well as personal
insights into their daily work.

Inspiration and interaction
Shipyards exhibiting at SMM, such as Abeking &

2022 GERMANY SPECIAL REPORT

Plenty of opportunity for debate
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Hamburg - a major
shipmanagement base
There are at least two major third party cruise shipmanagement companies based in Hamburg.

O

ne is BSM Cruise Services, part of the giant
Schulte Group of companies.

BSM Cruise Services manages 11 cruise
ships, which include expedition ships and ocean
going cruise ships. These range from 600 to 2,000
pax.
The company also contracts the supply of well
over 1,000 hotel crew – an area that is expanding
rapidly. BSM Cruise has invested heavily into expert
recruiters for this sector of the business, the company’s Managing Director, Martin Springer, told ICSI.
Among the vessels managed are those operated
by Phoenix Reisen, Mystic Cruises and Ambassador
Cruise Line.
Springer explained that in addition, BSM Cruise
Services and Hurtigruten established a 50/50 joint
venture, Hurtigruten Technical Services (HTS), in
2021.
The joint venture is responsible for the technical
management and crew management (deck and engine) of Hurtigruten’s expedition vessels.
“The intention was to tap into Hurtigruten’s
vast experience in expedition, Arctic waters and of
course, the Norwegian coastal operations,” Springer
said, adding; “Through the joint venture, this wealth
of experience is combined with BSM’s international
network, its economies of scale and innovative
drive.”
Another member of the Group, the independent concern, Schulte Marine Concept (SMC), was
awarded the design support, plan approval, and
construction supervision for five Mystic Cruises’
newbuildings.

2022 GERMANY SPECIAL REPORT

BSM Cruise Services Managing Director, Martin Springer

Currently, “World Explorer”, “World Voyager”
and “World Navigator” have been delivered. The
other two - ‘World Traveller’ and ‘World Seeker’ - are
scheduled for delivery this year.

Software
The Schulte Group is also involved in software
development and BSM Cruise Services uses the
in-house ERP software PAL from MariApps for its
shipmanagement activities, Springer revealed.
Rescompany (Resco) is also member of the
Schulte Group and is a developer of ship-to-shore
hospitality software solutions and web applications
for the cruise industry.
The most recent development is MariApps’ majority stake taken in OnboarD, an established provider of software solutions for the global cruise ship
industry.
“MariApps, Resco and OnboarD jointly aim to provide a comprehensive range of maritime solutions
and state of the art shipboard products. This investment provides the opportunity to integrate and expand the established product portfolio to achieve

www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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innovative end-to-end solutions to a global cruise
market,” Springer explained.
He said that the Schulte Group believed that a
fully integrated hotel and technical software will be
able to deliver significant operational advantages.

Seafarers
BSM Cruise Services also utilises Schulte Group’s
entire global network, which includes 25 Crew Service Centres and four Maritime Training Centres
(MTC) to recruit and educate seafarers. BSM has a
crew pool of 20,000 seafarers worldwide.
There is further potential for synergies, for example, in the development and use of new IT solutions via MariApps. “BSM is a maritime solutions
provider that can offer its customers a wide range
of services,” Springer stressed.
He further explained that BSM’s offices in Hamburg and Mumbai are dedicated to the crew and
technical shipmanagement, while BSM Cruise Services accounting department is located in Manila.

As for training, he said that through BSM’s network of four MTCs worldwide, seafarers are provided with training and development courses that
meet and exceed the requirements.
The MTCs deliver a wide variety of training
courses, including special courses for the cruise
industry to meet the high safety requirements for
passenger ships. For example, these include crowd
management training and/or crisis management
and human behaviour, both Standards of Training,
Certification, and Watchkeeping (STCW) approved.
He said that BSM Cruise Services had made a
strategic decision not to offer hotel management.
Instead, it co-operates with excellent companies in
this field and have joint procedures in place with
all the main providers. “Such a division of work is
common in the industry and has proven to be the
best solution for cruise operators. BSM’s DNA is
technical, nautical and recruitment,” he said.
However, he revealed that the company is a
service provider to hotel management companies
and operates as a crew manager and recruitment

Phoenix Reisen’s ‘Amadea’ undergoing a Tier III upgrade at Damen’s repair facilities in Amsterdam
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vehicle. “Via the in-house network of 25 agencies
worldwide, BSM can offer tailored solutions including training,” he said.

on the market and therefore has a large pool of
20,000 seafarers from 80 different countries.”

As for the future, Springer said; “We definitely
see further growth potential. We are confident that
now the post-Covid era begins for the cruise industry. Cruise fans, or those whose dream it has always
been to go on a cruise, have an immense amount of
catching-up to do.

Sustainability

“We remain big believers in the Asian market as
well – it might still take some time until they take off,
but being a family owned company with over 135
years of history in shipping, our view is always long
term,” he said.
He added that crew supply still is and will continue to be, one of the biggest challenges for the
shipping industry, not just for the cruise sector. The
pandemic has only exacerbated this trend. And the
Ukraine/Russian war makes it even more challenging.
“Ukraine is a major maritime nation with highly
qualified nautical and technical personnel. Many
people are currently unable to leave the country because of the war and the general mobilisation.
“Nevertheless, we want to offer them employment on our ships in the future,” he said. “BSM,
and therefore BSM Cruise, is uniquely positioned to
be very diversified with its 25 Crew Service Centres
worldwide. The Schulte Group is broadly positioned

“We recently established a joint venture in Norway that specialises in the management of ammonia-powered ships. No matter which propulsion
technology will ultimately prevail, we will be able to
handle it and are already building up the requested
skills,” Springer concluded.
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“BSM is well positioned to do that, as the company invests heavily in training seafarers and prepare crews early for the changes. For example,
BSM is the largest third-party shipmanager in the
LNG sector with its own LNG training centre at the
Cyprus-based MTC.
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For example, Hurtigruten operates battery-hybrid powered ship in its expedition fleet. In addition, more and more LNG fuelled cruise ships are
entering the market. “As a shipmanager, BSM has
to adapt to these technical developments and train
the crews accordingly,” he said
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For the cruise industry, sustainability and reducing
the carbon footprint is of great importance. “BSM’s
customers are very aware of this, so several of their
ships have already been or are being converted to
IMO Tier III standard and are receiving shore power
connections,” he said.
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COLUMBIA Blue covers
the entire leisure sector
Early last year, the COLUMBIA Group announced the launch of COLUMBIA Blue, which was
described as a leisure group aimed at combining the super yacht, cruise and hospitality business
lines under one holding company.

I

CSI spoke with COLUMBIA Blue’s Managing
Director, Olaf Groeger and asked why it was
set up.

“The simple answer to this question is that
COLUMBIA Blue was set up to encompass all
of COLUMBIA’s leisure interests, that is Swiss
Ocean, Aviation Management, COLUMBIA Cruise
Services (CCS), Concierge Services, COLUMBIA
Signature and COLUMBIA Pure.

“As to the why, we need first to go back to the
setting up of COLUMBIA Cruise Services, which
grew from our belief that passenger ships are different from others in terms of how they are managed and the rules and regulations that relate to
them.
“We wanted passenger ships to be operated
with similarly stringent vetting procedures to
those of tankers, for example, and over the years
that is exactly what we achieved - although a completely different set of rules apply,” he explained.
He added that when the pandemic hit, COLUMBIA found itself just as busy as before but facing
completely different challenges, as in getting seafarers home or finding lay-by berths for example.
“We also took a close look at the various arms
within CCS and separated out the hotel and
catering side of the business to create COLUMBIA Signature. We now have a group of related
companies, all with their core in the COLUMBIA
Group, that form a single entity and benefit from
the synergy within the group,” he said.
Currently there are 13 ships under CCS
management, however they involve a mixture
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COLUMBIA Blue Managing Director, Olaf Groeger

of services, ranging from COLUMBIA Signature,
technical management, health and hygiene, etc.
“Each ship has a bespoke package that answers all their needs, which is really the beauty
of COLUMBIA Blue, we can pull together whatever
combination best suits our client,” Groeger said.
He revealed that COLUMBIA works with HapagLloyd’s expedition ships and also has business
relationships with Marella, plus others.
Turning to the market going forward, Groeger said; “With regards to the market in general,
I think we are going from one crisis straight to
the next. While the pandemic is seen by many as
basically over and restrictions are relaxing, other
factors are kicking in such as rising prices.
“This is resulting in either the scrapping or
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conversion of older tonnage. There is a trend
towards having fewer passengers on board, the
removal of buffet restaurants and more seated
meals with the introduction of more health and
hygiene concepts. I think we are seeing a more
luxurious approach with smaller vessels and a
higher ratio of crew to passengers.
“Everything is getting more expensive and this
is leading to more exclusivity in the cruise offering
we are seeing. With the increase in cost of cruise
packages, passengers are definitely expecting to

receive more in the way of luxury and service,”
he said.
As for the crew on board, COLUMBIA offers
training in all disciplines and in a number of different ways. Some of the training is undertaken
online and some in-house. The more senior nautical and engineering staff go to training centres,
where they receive more hands-on training. COLUMBIA runs its own training school in the Philippines.
“We also train our own crew from our crewing

Columbia undertakes various services to Hapag-Lloyd’s expedition cruise ships
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COLUMBIA provides medical staff to some
clients. ICSI asked whether this was an area of
growth for the company, as well as the health &
hygiene services offered.
Groeger explained that this is an area where
COLUMBIA has always been strong but the pandemic changed how the company looked at the
entire business.

COLUMBIA also looks after TUI’s Marella brand

agencies, so that we can be sure that all our employees, from whatever side of the business, are
trained to the same very high standard, whether
they are working in a technical or management
role, part of the hotel and catering team, administrative or health and hygiene,” he explained.
He added; “Being part of a larger group gives
us many advantages. On the purchasing front, our
purchasing platform GenPro, in which we partner
up with Bernard Schulte Shipmanagement (BSM),
gives us enormous purchasing power.
“GenPro looks after around 1,000 vessels
and enables us to negotiate really good frame
agreements. And because the COLUMBIA Group
has vessels across the whole spectrum of maritime (from tankers to cruise liners), we have very
strong purchasing power for anything from fuel to
food,” he said.
He stressed that this partnership is between
the overall COLUMBIA and the Schulte Groups
and covers all types of ships.
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He said; “In fact, we were approached by
shore-based hotels during the pandemic who recognised that making sure cruise liners are safe
spaces over the years had given us far greater
expertise than any hotel in terms of reducing the
chances of infection spreading even in enclosed
spaces.
“Seeing an external need for our experience,
and also that it was an area where we could grow,
we decided to found COLUMBIA Pure, whose purpose is solely to look after health and hygiene
issues. This is now a key part of what we do“, he
added.
COLUMBIA recently revamped its Southampton, UK, office, which had been in the group for
about 25 years, initially built around agency services working out of the UK. Over the years, its
role had diminished to just looking after a small
amount of local business, for example uniform
supplies for cruise ships.
“We are currently building up the staffing there
and we intend to have our own Document of Compliance (DoC), technical management and other
activities running from the office in the future,”
Groeger said.
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Shore power comes to Hamburg
To reach an important milestone towards climate neutrality in Hamburg, the city’s legislature
commissioned Hamburg Port Authority (HPA) to supervise the planning and construction of shorebased power facilities within the port.

T

hese will be installed at the Steinwerder and
HafenCity cruise terminals, as well as the container terminals.

The third terminal at Altona was equipped with
shore power a few years ago.

PowerCon has been chosen to supply the equipment for the Steinwerder cruise terminal. Ship connection systems will be developed by Stemmann
Technology.
The HPA said that the HafenCity Cruise Terminal
will be equipped with a shore power unit by 2025.
Talking with Hamburg’s terminal operator company, Cruise Gate Hamburg’s Managing Director,
Simone Maraschi, ICSI was told that thus far no
contracts had been awarded for the equipment or
the electrical engineering or the transfer system for
the HafenCity terminal.
Apart from the Steinwerder contracts being
placed recently, Altona was equipped with an onshore power system in 2016 - one of the first cruise
terminals in Europe to be fitted with a shore-to-ship
system.

Simone Maraschi, Cruise Gate Hamburg Managing Director. Photo
Credit: Cruise Gate Hamburg / Catrin-Anja Eichinger

In expanding shore power supply, the Port of
Hamburg is setting a clear signal of greater protection for the environment, also boosting the port’s
attractiveness in terms of the continually growing
demand for climate-neutral, environment-friendly
logistics chains and ship voyages, the HPA said.
Investments in the project are being boosted by
public funds, as well as the German federal programme for promoting expansion of shore power
supply facilities outlined in an administrative agreement.
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The Altona shore-to-ship facility connected up to an AIDA cruise ship.
Photo Credit: Hamburg Port Authority.
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Hamburg’s Altona cruise terminal

“By equipping the remaining cruise terminals
with shore power infrastructure, the Port of Hamburg intends to remain a leader in terms of sustainability in the future,” Maraschi said.
He also said that there was an ongoing exchange
between ports and cruise lines on the topics of
sustainability and low emission or carbon neutral
cruise operations.
“The number of vessels that are shore power capable and have been certified to use the facility has
steadily increased in recent years.
“Together with the cruise lines, we are working
on certifying further ships for the regular use of the
Altona shore power facility.
“This is an important step on our way to developing the cruise tourism in Hamburg sustainably,”
he said.
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In addition, at Steinwerder, the Port of Hamburg
is able to bunker LNG as a fuel to cruise ships.
“In the coming years, the market will see an increasing number of cruise ships equipped with the
LNG technology.
“Yet, since LNG is considered a bridging technology, it is difficult to predict whether or not LNG will
prevail or will be replaced by another technology
currently being developed,” Maraschi added.
He also said that all of the forklift trucks in operation at the cruise terminals are electric powered
and at the Steinwerder car park, public charging
points for e-cars were available.
Cruise Gate Hamburg expects around 270 cruise
ship calls this year, subject to any schedule delays
or changes.
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Bremerhaven and Wismar
look to the future
Construction of a new cruise ship berths at Bremerhaven’s Columbus Quay began towards the
end of last year.
This will involve the building of 800 m of new quay, which will take around three years.

L

ast October, one year after bremenports
submitted an application for planning permission, the planning approval authority at
the Senate Department for Climate Protection,
Environment, Mobility, Urban Development and
Housing approved the plans drawn up by the port
management company.
Primarily used by cruise ships, Columbus Quay
is located in Bremerhaven’s Überseehafen district
and extends for 1,000 m from the southern tip of
the Columbus peninsula to Quay 66 to the north
by the entrance to the Nordschleuse lock.
The construction includes new sheet piling in
the River Weser roughly 20 m in front of the existing quay, filling the space in between with sand
and installing new mooring points.
By moving the sheet piling into the river means
that around 17,000 sq m of the federal waterway
(River Weser) will become landlocked and ownership will pass to the Federal Land of Bremen.
Plans for the construction work are as follows:
The first building phase involves a 404 m long
section, which begins at Quay 66, which borders
one of the large locks allowing ships to enter the
inner docks.
The second building phase involves a 215 m
long section.
Both these sections are expected to be completed in 2024.
A third building phase also includes a 215 m
long section. Construction work of this phase is
expected to take a year, so that the overall project
is scheduled for completion in 2025.
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Bremerhaven’s Columbus Quay with three Phoenix Reisen cruise
ships alongside

The project has been planned to keep disruptions at the cruise terminal to a minimum. The
quay length of 515 m, which is guaranteed under
the contract for the terminal’s use, will be restricted during the winter period only from October, 2022 to March, 2023.
However, during the restriction, around 430 m
of quay will still be available for use, meaning no
operational restrictions are anticipated.
A bremenports spokesperson told ICSI that the
construction schedule for the first phases is proceeding according to plan and is scheduled to be
completed by 2024.
The existing terminal building is to be supplemented by a new entrance area and a multi-storey
car park. This is an independent project that is
to follow the quay’s completion. The building will
meet all the requirements for maximum energy
efficiency, the operator said.
As before, it will be possible to handle four
cruise ships at the quay simultaneously, once it
is renovated.
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Cruise centre
The cruise terminal is operated by Columbus
Cruise Centre Bremerhaven. Commercial Director,
Andrea Kamjunke told ICSI that 112 cruise ship
calls are scheduled for Bremerhaven this year.
They will be mostly turnaround calls with the
exception of Costa, who will be calling at Bremerhaven during cruise transits.
The centre also markets cruise ship calls at
Wismar on the Baltic coast where 12 transit calls
are planned for this year.
She explained that as part of the new Columbus Quay construction, three new Adelte designed
passenger boarding bridges will be built, the first
of which is scheduled to be in place by 1st April,
2023 when the first phase is expected to be
finished.
This investment is around €80 mill. Onshore
power systems are being planned to connect up
to the cruise ships for operation by 2024.
Kamjunke also explained that Wismar had recently finished an extensive pier refurbishment
project with new ground, plus fresh and grey water

reception facilities offered. Bollard extensions will
also be installed for better mooring operations, as
will a new ISPS Code fence and a new building as
part of a €3 mill investment plan.
Onshore power systems have been discussed
but will not be installed as yet, she said.
At Wismar, one dedicated cruise berth close
to the Unesco World Heritage site and about 10
mins walk to the market place is available. Another berth opposite has accommodated cruise
ships in the past.
Ships can be accepted up to 240 m in length,
or more upon request. This is based on Wismar’s
entrance channel restrictions.
At Bremerhaven, ideas are being discussed for
a new ‘maritime competence centre’ to be built,
which could be attached to the existing cruise terminal building. The old building structure will be
maintained.
This new building could contain offices and
parking spaces. The planning process is believed
to have started but no detailed plans have been
released thus far, she said.

Wismar’s ability to handle large cruise ships is governed by the entrance channel
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Kiel goes Green
Following an EU-wide tender, Seehafen Kiel has commissioned Siemens to build two onshore
power plants at the Ostuferhafen in the Baltic port.
As a result, from the end of 2023, it should be possible to offer shore power to cruise ships and
ferries at all of the inner-city terminals at the port.

T

his project costing €17 mill includes a 50/60
Hz shore power system for cruise ships and
ferries, as well as another 50 Hz shore
power system just for ferries. When completed,
up to six ships berthed in Kiel should be able to be
supplied with green electricity at the same time by
the end of 2023.

The existing Kiel shore power systems at Ostsee/Schwedenkai and Norwaykai were also built
by Siemens.
Berths to be covered include Nos 1, 5, 6 and 7
and groundwork is underway for future expansion
at berth No 8.
A spokesperson for the port told ICSI that LNG
can also be bunkered at the port through third
party suppliers.

Compared to the last regular season in 2019,
Kiel is forecasting an increase of about 40% this
season. “We are expecting the most international
season ever. We are looking forward to guests
from all over the world, but of course also to the
international crews.
“For many, Kiel with its city centre location, is a
very popular port. For quite a number of ships, it is
the first return to Kiel after two years.“ explained
Dr Dirk Claus, Port of Kiel Managing Director.
In addition to well-known shipping companies,
such as MSC, TUI, AIDA and Costa, new shipping
lines, such as Norwegian Cruise Line and Regent
Seven Seas are also expected to call.

First cruise ship
On 20th April, Kiel welcomed the first cruise ship
this season, the ‘Hamburg’.
With a total of 249 planned calls, this year is
expected to be the most international cruise season Kiel has experienced thus far.
Due to Corona and the resulting decline in tourism, the number of calls during the last two years
was significantly lower.
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Siemens has won a contract to fit Shore-to-ship power systems at
Kiel’s Ostseekai
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calling at Kiel with green electricity in 2022.
By 2025, this figure is expected to reach 80
to 90%.
According to an environmental report issued
last year, Kiel avoided more than 6,200 tonnes
of CO2 in 2020. However, almost 18,800 tonnes
were still emitted.

Ostseekai’s visitor terrace was opened in April.
Photo credit Meike Hansen

At the start of the cruise season, a terrace was
opened at the Ostseekai to the public. Due to the
Corona pandemic, the originally planned opening
had to be postponed.
“We are all the more pleased that people from
Kiel and other interested parties will be able to
use the terrace this summer. We hope that this
will bring the port a little closer to the people,” Dr
Claus said.
Visitors are welcome on the terrace on days
when cruise ships call. The entrance is located
between the two terminal buildings.
The port has been pursuing a stringent sustainability strategy for years with the goal of climate
neutrality by 2030.

Three step plan
The port’s three-step plan to 2030 envisages covering 60% of the energy requirements of ships
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In addition, the terminals’ energy demand has
been sustainably reduced by switching to economical LED technology and increasing energy
efficiency, while at the same time photovoltaic
systems provide around 290,000 KWh of solar
energy every year.
Individual measures to reduce emissions
include:• Onshore power supply at Ostseekai, Schwedenkai, Norwegenkai and the Ostuferhafen.
• Purchase of green electricity from exclusively
renewable, climate-neutral sources.
• Electrification of the vehicle fleet, including
industrial trucks
• Alternative energy generation through operation of own photovoltaic systems.
• Conversion to LED lighting technology on all
terminal facilities.
• Increased efficiency of operational processes through digitalisation.
• Compensation of business flights via Atmosfair.
• Tariff-based environmental discount as an
incentive for climate-friendly transformation.
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Cruise shipbuilder Meyer
has many strings to its bow
German shipbuilding technology company Meyer Group is expanding into several new areas,
however, cruise ship design and construction remain at its core.

T

his year, the Papenburg shipyard will deliver
two large cruise ships- the ‘Disney Wish’ and
P&O Cruises’ ‘Arvia’, while 2021 saw the deliveries of the ‘Odyssey of the Seas’ and the ‘AIDAcosma’.
Group spokesperson, Florian Feimann told ICSI
that the company is diversifying its product portfolio by introducing several initiatives.
Part of these measures is looking at smaller
vessels, such as the NYK order recently received
for a 52,000 gt cruise ship. However, to fill the

production capacity, a certain ship size is required
to make an order interesting, he said.
Last year, Meyer secured the NYK contract,
its first cruise ship order since the beginning of
the pandemic. The small and exclusive ship with
a length of 228.9 m is scheduled for delivery in
2025.
At the end of July, last year, Meyer also signed
a letter of intent for the construction of a residential ship, the ‘Njord’ (81,000 gt), which in addition
to LNG propulsion will also have a hybrid battery

A large cruise ship under construction in Papenburg’s giant building shed
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The vast enclosed building dock can house two cruise ships
simultaneously

system and will also have oceanographic research
facilities on board. This contract is still subject to
financing by the client, Feimann explained.
In addition, Meyer is looking at the markets
for other specialist vessels, such as research vessels (Meyer has received an order from the German government), special purpose tankers (the
German navy has ordered two) as well as mega
yachts. Meyer Yachts was introduced at this year’s
Monaco Yacht Show.
Meyer Re was also unveiled this year to cater
for cruise ship after sales to utilise the Group’s
know-how during the entire life cycle of a cruise
ship.

Fuel cells
New technologies for cruise ships are also on the
horizon. For example, Meyer will install the first
large scale fuel cell systems on board the ‘Silver
Nova’ next year and will retrofit an installation on
board the ‘AIDAnova’ later this year.
‘Silver Nova’ will be fitted with an innovative
fuel concept fuelled by low-emission LNG, a fuel
cell system for the entire hotel operation and
batteries. The newbuilding is claimed to be 25%
above the IMO’s Energy Efficiency Design Index
(EEDI) criteria.
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The 4 MW fuel cell system, in addition to the
LNG-fuelled engines, will be the first major installation of its kind in the cruise industry to power
the ship and supply the entire hotel operation. In
addition, a battery system increases the overall efficiency of the ship by absorbing peak loads, thus
significantly reducing fuel consumption.
A newly developed Micro Auto Gasification System (MAGS) will also reduce the volume of waste
on board, resulting in even lower combustion
emissions, Meyer claimed.
“We are also conducting research on several
future fuels. Our design office Meyer Neptun Engineering is working together with the Leibniz Institute to develop a sustainable power-to-liquid fuel
for ships, “ Feimann added.
As for Meyer Re, he said: “We want to design
and maintain ships during their entire life cycle
and therefore optimise operations, as well as passenger experiences.”
The aim of this new division is to maintain ships
throughout their entire service lifecycle, to modernise them with sustainable solutions, and to ensure optimised ship operations.
This results in significant advantages for customers, eg one-stop support during the entire lifetime of the ship, from development to extended
operation.
“Meyer Re will generate additional work through
further orders for the whole group of companies.
This will make our new ships more sustainable as
a product because we design them directly in a
modular way so that they are easy to modernise.
I am therefore convinced that Meyer Re will be an
important building block for our future,” said Jan
Meyer, Meyer Werft Managing Director, at the time
of the announcement.
The focus is not only on the refurbishment of
passenger areas, eg public spaces, such as restaurants, but also on the delivery of new passenger and crew cabins produced by the Meyer Group.
Whole revitalisation projects using companies
from the partner network are also planned.
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Engineering services
In addition, Meyer Re and Meyer Neptun Engineering now offer new engineering services, such as in
the energy management of ships.The Meyer Group
also offers its own software solutions.
The new initiative is divided into three key areas:
Meyer Rethink - Consulting and development
of solutions for optimised and sustainable, for
energy-optimised ship operations. New IT solutions
with the use of AI are used and for the technological
upgrades of existing ship systems.
Meyer Revalue - Preservation of value through
modernisation of the interior and hotel areas (refurbishment), as well as maintenance and servicing
of the ship’s equipment, conservation work on the
ship. Under the necessary hygiene requirements,
modernisation of the air conditioning technology in
order to keep the operating costs and energy requirements of the ship as low as possible during
operations.
Meyer Care - After delivery and well beyond the
ships’ warranty phase, the company offers maintenance contracts, as well as digital technical
documentation, manuals and crew training for the
optimal use of the complex technical systems on
board new Meyer cruise ships.

“Meyer Re will utilise the technical expertise of
the Meyer Group and will also directly start recruiting additional technical personnel for the new business segment,” explained Alexander Höfling at the
launch, who took over the management of Meyer
Re.
In another move, the Meyer Group, in a joint
venture with specialist shipbuilder, Fassmer, has
acquired the Rostock-based shipbuilding engineering company Neptun Ship Design with around 100
employees from MV Werften’s insolvency administrator.
Three years ago, the Meyer Group founded Alfred Maritime as a think tank for digitalisation
topics within the Group. This year, this company
is embarking on a growth pattern. Its mission is to
ensure that ships are not only built as energy-efficiently as possible, but also operated as sustainable as possible.
Meyer Group said that its goal is to develop
shipbuilding and ship operations with innovative
solutions towards climate neutrality. An important
aspect of this are the benefits of digitalisation. For
example, Alfred Maritime data can be used to help
reduce energy consumption, as well as de-carbonisation of ship operations and even improve the customer experience of passengers.

Late last year, the Papenburg yard delivered the LNG fuelled ‘AIDAcosma’
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MV Werften break up
In the aftermath of the Genting Hong Kong Group insolvency, Bremerhaven-based shiprepairer
and super yacht builder, Lloyd Werft filed for bankruptcy on 10th January this year.

T

he shipyard has since been sold to the Rönner-Zech Group as a going concern by the administrator.
However, there is no such reprieve for another
Genting owned company, MV Werften with its three
shipyards at Stralsund, Wismar and Rostock/Warnemuende, which the Hong Kong leisure giant bought to
build up its own cruise ship fleet.
Wismar’s cabin-module construction arm, MV-Werften Fertigmodule Property was bought by German
life sciences company, Eppendorf but will be used for
other purposes.
In addition, the MV Werften-owned Volkswerft shipyard was sold to the city of Stralsund, where the yard
was key to its economy.
Stralsund reportedly paid $17 mill for the 320 m
long assembly hall and about 85 acres of space. The
plan is to set up a maritime industrial and commercial
park, according to local German reports.
The main yard facilities have since been leased
to Norwegian shipbuilder Fosen Yard, which plans to
use the site for new construction, conversions and
shiprepair activities.
Steel fabrication company, Ostseestaal has also
leased a part of the site to manufacture vessel
hatches and other components, local media reported.

Wismar sold
It was later reported that German defence shipbuilder
Thyssenkrupp Marine Systems (TKMS) had finalised
the acquisition of the Wismar shipyard and would use
the facilities to build naval vessels.
Earlier last week, the local government announced
plans to extend the transfer company to provide a
source of income through October for 470 remaining
employees from the former MV Werften group.

The administrator has agreed with TKMS that
operations at Wismar could continue to 2023, which
would provide an an opportunity to resolve the fate of
the two 200,000 gt cruise ships. Under the terms of
the acquisition, the building hall must be empty by the
end of next year.
The first ship, ‘Global Dream’, is said to be 80%
complete. MSC and Resorts World Cruises were believed to have expressed interest in the cruise ship,
but it is thought they might complete the ship at a
different yard, local media said.
At one stage, the Stena Group was said to have
been interested in purchasing the pair but this seems
to be no longer the case.
One of the problems for any potential purchaser is
that the ships have been designed purely for the Asian
market and will need converting if a buyer wishes to
operate them elsewhere.
MV Werften had reportedly also started work on
the ‘Global Dream 2’ and Genting had planned to
build other cruise ships at the yard.
In total, eight companies were involved in the MV
Werften bankruptcy, Wismar being the largest location.
The German Government was said to be
keen to resolve the situation soon, due to the number of employees that were suddenly thrown out of
a job in the three areas, whose wages helped the local
economies.

AIDAdiva seen arriving at Warnemuende recently following a refurbishment period at Lloyd Werft
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